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I.

Introduction

Federal and state law enforcement entities across the country are using a powerful cell
phone surveillance tool commonly referred to as a “StingRay.” These devices are capable of
locating a cell phone with extraordinary precision, but to do so they operate in dragnet fashion,
scooping up information from a target device, as well as other wireless devices in the vicinity. In
addition, these devices can be configured to capture the content of voice and data
communications. Although the federal government has been using these devices since at least
1995, and use by state and local governments is quite widespread, there are only a handful of
opinions addressing their use.
At this juncture, few criminal defense attorneys are aware of these highly intrusive but
extremely common surveillance tools. This is entirely understandable because the federal
government has a policy of not disclosing information about this device. The government
appears to be withholding information from criminal defendants. It even appears to be providing
misleading information and making material omissions to judicial officers when it seeks
purported court authorization to use this device – inaccurately referring to it as a “confidential
source” or calling it a different kind of device (like a pen register), and failing to alert courts to
constitutionally material facts about the technology, such as the full breadth of information it
obtains from a suspect and its impact on third parties. As a result, courts are probably not aware
that they are authorizing use of this device and have not had an opportunity to rule on its legality,
except in very rare instances.
The secrecy surrounding these devices is deeply troubling because this technology raises
grave constitutional questions. There is a compelling argument that StingRays should never be
used. Because they operate in dragnet fashion, they engage in the electronic equivalent of the
“general searches” prohibited by the Fourth Amendment. But at a minimum, law enforcement
should obtain a warrant. Even in those instances when law enforcement obtains a warrant,
however, there are likely strong arguments that the warrant is invalid.
The purpose of this paper is to provide criminal defense attorneys with a basic
introduction to StingRays, allowing them to assess whether the devices may have been used in
their cases and to outline potential arguments for a motion to suppress.
Part II of this paper provides a brief overview of salient aspects of the technology and
uses for the device. Part III describes the types of court authorization, if any, the government
likely obtains to use the device. Part IV discusses the guidance courts have offered on the
technology. Part V suggests indicia for determining whether the device was used in a particular
case. Part VI outlines key constitutional arguments for a motion to suppress, focusing on Ninth
Circuit caselaw. Potential issues to pursue in discovery are set forth in an appendix to this paper.
Detailed footnotes are intended to assist attorneys preparing briefs.
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II.

StingRays: What do they do and how do they work?

“StingRay” is the name for a line of “cell site simulator” technology sold by the Harris
Corporation.1 Other Harris cell site simulator models include the “TriggerFish,” “KingFish,”
and “Hailstorm.”2 The more generic term for the technology is “IMSI catcher,” in reference to
the unique identifier – or international mobile subscriber identity – of a wireless device.
Although IMSI catchers may be the most under-litigated surveillance tool in widespread use,
there is a fair amount of publicly available information about them.
The government has been using IMSI catchers for approximately two decades.
According to documents obtained by the Electronic Privacy Information Center (“EPIC”) in a
Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) lawsuit, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) has
been using the technology since 1995, agents have undergone extensive training on these
devices, and usage is dramatically increasing.3 A number of federal law enforcement agencies,
including the FBI, Drug Enforcement Administration, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives, Secret Service, Marshals Service, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement, are
known to own and use cell site simulators.4 Use is not limited to the federal government. At
least 34 law enforcement agencies in 15 states have purchased IMSI catchers.5
Wireless carriers provide coverage through a network of base stations, also called cell
sites, that connect wireless devices to the regular telephone network. Cell phones periodically
identify themselves to the base station that has the strongest radio signal, which is often, but not
always, the nearest base station.6 A cell phone automatically transmits to the base station
“signaling data,” which includes the phone’s unique numeric identifier, as well as its cell site
code, which identifies its location.7 An IMSI catcher masquerades as a wireless carrier’s base
station, thereby prompting cell phones to communicate with it as though it were actually the
carrier’s base station.8 The equipment consists of “an antenna, an electronic device that
processes the signals transmitted on cell phone frequencies, and a laptop computer that analyzes
the signals and allows the agent to configure the collection of information.”9 It “can be carried
by hand or mounted on vehicles or even drones.”10
StingRays are capable of capturing the following types of information:
First, if the government knows a suspect’s location, it can use the device to determine the
unique numeric identifier associated with her cell phone. To do this, law enforcement agents
“position a StingRay in the vicinity of the target[’s phone],” which will then transmit to the IMSI
catcher the signaling information (including unique numeric identifier) it would normally
transmit to the carrier’s base station.11 There are a variety of unique numeric identifiers,
including International Mobile Subscriber Identity (“IMSI”),12 Electronic Serial Number
(“ESN”),13 and Mobile Identification Number (“MIN”).14 Obtaining a cell phone’s unique
numeric identifier facilitates the government’s efforts to obtain a wiretap or call records on a
target of an investigation.
Second, if the government knows a cell phone’s unique numeric identifier, it can use an
IMSI catcher to determine the phone’s location.15 The numeric identifier is programmed into the
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IMSI catcher, which then sorts through the signaling data (including location) of cell phones in
the area until it finds a match.16 While law enforcement can also obtain location information
through requests to carriers for cell site location information,17 IMSI catchers vary from carrier
requests in at least two regards. IMSI catchers can typically be used without carrier assistance.18
In addition, IMSI catchers produce extremely precise location information, in some cases “within
an accuracy of 2 m[eters].”19 In one federal case, the government conceded that the IMSI
catcher located the defendant’s wireless device precisely within a specific apartment in an
apartment complex.20 In Florida, Tallahassee police testified that by “using portable equipment”
and going to “every door and every window” in a large apartment complex, they were able to
identify the “particular area of the apartment that that handset was emanating from.”21 While
carrier-provided cell site location information may under certain circumstances achieve similar
precision, it is entirely variable, and depends on a number of factors, including the density of cell
towers.22
Third, IMSI catchers are capable of capturing the content of communications, such as
voice calls and text messages.23 The devices used by the federal government are likely
configured to disable the content intercept function; as the United States Department of Justice
(“DOJ”) acknowledges, a wiretap order under the heightened Title III standard (18 U.S.C. §
2518) would otherwise be necessary.24 While some devices can be configured to intercept
content, we are not aware of instances in which law enforcement has deployed an IMSI catcher
in this fashion and the primary governmental uses appear to be identifying a phone’s unique
numeric identifier or location.
Several aspects of the technology are salient.
First, an IMSI catcher scoops up information from third parties, not just the target of an
investigation. The type of IMSI catcher currently used by law enforcement mimics a wireless
company’s network equipment, sending signals to and triggering an automatic response from
third parties’ mobile devices.25 DOJ concedes as much, as one of its template applications
pertaining to IMSI catchers builds in the contingency that “any cellular phone that is within close
proximity to the government device . . . may autonomously register with the device.”26 The
devices also may disrupt third parties’ network connectivity,27 although DOJ contends that its
policy is to take steps to “minimize any potential temporary disruption of service” to “non-target
telephones,” “by operating the device for limited duration and only when the cellsite information
acquired from the provider indicates that the Subject Telephone is operating nearby.”28
Second, the device broadcasts electronic signals that penetrate the walls of private spaces
not visible to the naked eye, including homes and offices.29 Depending on the device’s signal
strength, the broadcast radius can reach up to “several kilometers,”30 allowing the IMSI catcher
to scoop up information from any and all private locations in the area.
Third, an IMSI catcher forces cell phones to transmit signaling information.31 As one law
enforcement officer has described it, the government’s device “actually captures the phone” and
“direct[s] the signal from the [carrier’s] tower to [the government’s] equipment.”32
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Fourth, an IMSI catcher operates in the same basic manner – mimicking a base station
and forcing an automatic response from devices in the immediate vicinity – regardless of the
type of signaling information captured (unique numeric identifier or location). As DOJ explains:
A cell site simulator, digital analyzer, or a triggerfish can electronically force a cellular
telephone to register its mobile identification number (“MIN,” i.e., telephone number)
and electronic serial number (“ESN,” i.e., the number assigned by the manufacturer of
the cellular telephone and programmed into the telephone) when the cellular telephone is
turned on. Cell site data (the MIN, the ESN, and the channel and cell site codes identify
the cell location and geographical sub-sector for which the telephone is transmitting) are
being transmitted continuously as a necessary aspect of cellular telephone call direction
and processing. The necessary signaling data (ESN/MIN, channel/cell site codes) are not
dialed or otherwise controlled by the cellular telephone user. Rather, the transmission of
the cellular telephone’s ESN/MIN to the nearest cell site occurs automatically when the
cellular telephone is turned on….If the cellular telephone is used to make or receive a
call, the screen of the digital analyzer/cell site simulator/triggerfish would include the
cellular telephone number (MIN), the call’s incoming or outgoing status, the telephone
number dialed, the cellular telephone’s ESN, the date, time, and duration of the call, and
the cell site number/sector (location of the cellular telephone when the call was
connected).33
Thus, an IMSI catcher operates in the same fashion, engaging in the same dragnet for
information, regardless of whether the government ultimately filters the information obtained for
a phone’s unique numeric identifier or its location.
III.

What kind of court authorization, if any, does the government currently obtain to
use the device?

Although the full extent of government use of IMSI catchers remains to be revealed, even
less is known about the legal process used by the government when deploying this technology.
With respect to federal use, there are a handful of public DOJ documents that reference this
technology.34 The guidance and best practices set forth in these documents are somewhat
internally inconsistent. DOJ has resisted disclosing further information about its policies,
practices, and procedures for using this device.35
A.

No court authorization?

In some instances, law enforcement entities, at least at the state and local level, are not
obtaining any court authorization to use the device. The police department in Tucson, Arizona,
has admitted in court-filed pleadings that while it has used IMSI catchers on at least five
occasions, it has never obtained a warrant to do so and has no records of having obtained any
other kind of court order authorizing use of the device; similar revelations have been made in
Sacramento, California where the Sheriff almost certainly has a IMSI catcher, but the District
Attorney’s Office and superior court judges state they have no knowledge of the device being
used.36
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B.

Pen register/trap and trace order?

It appears that DOJ recommends that the government obtain an order under the Pen
Register/Trap and Trace Statute (“Pen/Trap Statute”) when using an IMSI catcher to identify a
target phone’s unique numeric identifier or location. The DOJ documents are somewhat
inconsistent and it is unclear if DOJ’s position is that a Pen/Trap order is necessary or merely a
“best practice.”
Under the Pen/Trap Statute, the government may obtain an order authorizing installation
of a pen register or trap and trace device upon an application certifying that “the information
likely to be obtained is relevant to an ongoing criminal investigation.” 18 U.S.C. § 3122(b)(2).
A pen register is typically understood to be a device that records the numbers dialed by a
particular telephone; a trap and trace device records the incoming numbers to a telephone.37 The
Pen/Trap Statute was amended in 2001 to expand the definition of pen/trap devices to include
not only devices that capture incoming and outgoing numbers, but also those that capture
“signaling information.” 38
DOJ has taken the following positions:


Pen/Trap order necessary and sufficient to obtain numeric identifier and location
information. DOJ’s 2005 Electronic Surveillance Manual states that a Pen/Trap order
“must be obtained by the government before it can use its own device to capture the
[unique numeric identifier] of a cellular telephone” and that a Pen/Trap order would
also suffice to obtain location information.39



Pen/Trap order merely considered a “best practice” to obtain numeric identifier and
location information. Elsewhere, however, the same manual states: DOJ “[does] not
concede that a device used to receive[s] radio signals, emitted from a wireless cellular
telephone” and that “identif[ies] that telephone to the network,” in other words, an
IMSI catcher, constitutes a ‘pen register’ or ‘trap and trace’ device,” but recommends
an application for court authorization “out of an abundance of caution.”40 A 2008
PowerPoint training on “Cellular Tracking and Other Legal Issues” produced by the
FBI in a FOIA lawsuit describes use of a Pen/Trap order as a “best practice” when
using “Cellsite Simulators” to “[i]dentify a target phone or . . . [l]ocate a phone.”41



Pen/Trap order necessary to obtain numeric identifier; position as to location
information unclear. A 2013 DOJ document asserts that a Pen Trap Order is
necessary (i.e., not merely a “best practice” or sought “out of an abundance of
caution”), at least when the government seeks to identify the unique numeric
identifier of a target phone using an IMSI catcher.42 The publicly available portion of
the 2013 document does not address DOJ’s position with respect to using a Pen/Trap
order to obtain a target phone’s location with an IMSI catcher.
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Any argument that a Pen/Trap order suffices to obtain location information is noteworthy
in light of the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (“CALEA”). Congress
enacted CALEA in 1994 for the purpose of requiring telecommunications carriers to adopt the
technology necessary to provide, upon appropriate court order, content and “call-identifying
information” to law enforcement.43 The statute, however, expressly prohibits use of a Pen/Trap
order to obtain location information: “with regard to information acquired solely pursuant to the
authority for pen registers and trap and trace devices . . . such call-identifying information shall
not include any information that may disclose the physical location of the subscriber . . . . ”44
DOJ’s 2005 Electronic Surveillance Manual states that the government can, notwithstanding
CALEA, use an IMSI catcher to obtain location information because CALEA’s “prohibition
applies only to information collected by a provider and not to information collected directly by
law enforcement authorities.”45
C.

Hybrid Order?

Although some DOJ materials state that a Pen/Trap order suffices when the government
uses an IMSI catcher to obtain location information, other materials appear to recommend use of
a so-called “hybrid order” for this purpose.
A hybrid order is the same type of order that DOJ contends is sufficient to obtain
prospective, or real-time, cell site location information from a wireless carrier.46 As noted above,
CALEA prohibits the government from relying “solely” on a Pen/Trap order to obtain location
information from a carrier.47 Under the hybrid theory, the government justifies acquisition of
location information from wireless carriers by combining the Pen/Trap Statute with the Stored
Communications Act (“SCA”), 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d), which authorizes the government to obtain
records from a provider pertaining to certain kinds of records or information pertaining to
customers or subscribers. The relevant provision of the SCA requires the government to set forth
“specific and articulable facts showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the . . .
records or other information sought, are relevant and material to an ongoing criminal
investigation.”48 Notably, a significant majority of courts have held that a hybrid order does not
suffice to obtain prospective cell site location information, and that a warrant is instead
required.49
An IMSI catcher, like an order for prospective cell site information, obtains location
information in real time. DOJ’s 2005 Electronic Surveillance Manual includes a template
application for a hybrid order that authorizes use of a device that appears to be an IMSI catcher.50
Although the template application refers to the device as a “pen register,” the template’s brief
allusions to the manner in which the device operates strongly suggests that the device at issue is
actually an IMSI catcher.51
Note that although DOJ’s template application for a hybrid order provides some
description of how the device functions, actual IMSI catcher applications filed in court provide
no such information. In United States v. Rigmaiden, 844 F. Supp. 2d 982 (D. Ariz. 2012), for
example, the government ultimately acknowledged it used an IMSI catcher, but its affidavit in
support of the relevant court order nowhere referred to an IMSI catcher or explained how the
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device functions. The affidavit instead made fleeting references to an unspecified “mobile
tracking device,” and the only description of how the device works stated that “[t]he mobile
tracking equipment ultimately generate[s] a signal that fixes the geographic position of the
Target [Device].”52
In short, DOJ appears to take the position that a hybrid order suffices to authorize use of
an IMSI catcher to identify a target phone’s location in real time, even though most courts have
rejected the related argument that a hybrid order suffices when the government seeks to obtain
real-time location information from a carrier. In addition, DOJ’s template application for an
order authorizing use of an IMSI catcher to obtain location information nowhere uses the term
“IMSI catcher” or any other related term, and instead is styled as an application to install a
“pen register.” Finally, even though DOJ’s template application for an IMSI catcher contains
some description (albeit minimal) of how the technology functions, actual IMSI catcher
applications filed in court do not.
D.

Warrant?

In at least some instances, the federal government has sought warrants to use a StingRay
to obtain location information.53 Warrants, of course, require, among other things, the
government to establish probable cause and to state with particularity the place to be searched,
and the persons or things to be seized.54
IV.

What guidance have courts offered on StingRays?
Only a handful of published decisions have addressed IMSI catchers.

The earliest reported decision involved an early-generation IMSI catcher called a “digital
analyzer.” See In re Application for an Order Authorizing Use of a Cellular Telephone Digital
Analyzer, 885 F. Supp. 197 (C.D. Cal. 1995) (hereinafter “In re Digital Analyzer”). The
government submitted an application for a Pen/Trap order to use the device to detect the unique
numeric identifier of the cell phones used by five subjects of a criminal investigation. See id. at
199. The opinion contains two main holdings, each somewhat difficult to reconcile with the
other. The government contended, and the court agreed, that no court order was required
because the device – which is not physically attached to a telephone – did not fall under the
statutory definition of a pen register or trap and trace device then in effect. See id. at 199-200
(citing 18 U.S.C. § 3127(3) & (4)). The court went on to hold, however, that to the extent some
procedure was required, the government’s proposed procedure lacked sufficient safeguards. See
id. at 201. The court then denied the application for an order authorizing use of the device,
without prejudice to a renewed application proposing greater safeguards. See id. at 202.
More recently, the court in In re Application for an Order Authorizing Installation and
Use of a Pen Register and Trap and Trace Device, 890 F. Supp. 2d 747 (S.D. Tex. 2012)
(hereinafter “In re StingRay”), also denied the government’s application for a Pen/Trap order to
use an IMSI catcher to ascertain a suspect’s telephone number. Although the statute had been
expanded in 2001, after In re Digital Analyzer, to set forth a broader definition of “pen
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register,”55 the court still concluded that the statute was inapplicable. See id. It held that a
Pen/Trap order is only available for known telephone numbers, and not to ascertain unknown
numbers. See id. But, unlike the Central District of California, the Southern District of Texas
did not hold that, given the inapplicability of the Pen/Trap Statute, no court order was required.
Instead, it strongly suggested that a warrant would instead be necessary. See id. at 752. It also
criticized the government’s application for failing to “explain the technology, or the process by
which the technology will be used to engage in electronic surveillance” or to address key facts
about the government’s proposed operation of the device and handling of third-party data. Id. at
749.
This case suggests that even technology savvy magistrates, such as those in the Southern
District of Texas, are not familiar with the device and have many unanswered questions about
how it works. As discussed above, the template application to use an IMSI catcher in DOJ’s
Electronic Surveillance Manual nowhere explicitly mentions an IMSI catcher and instead refers
only to “pen register” devices, and actual applications and orders to use IMSI catchers filed in
court similarly make no explicit reference to IMSI catchers, let alone how they work.56 It is thus
very likely that judicial officers across the country are unaware that they are being presented
with requests and granting authorization to use IMSI catchers.
In Rigmaiden, a pro se defendant accused of electronic tax fraud succeeded through
creative discovery in forcing the government to concede what the government had not
acknowledged in any other criminal prosecution until that point, in particular, that:




the government used a “cell site simulator” to locate the defendant’s wireless device;
the cell site simulator “mimicked a Verizon Wireless cell tower and sent signals to, and
received signals from,” the defendant’s device; and
the cell site simulator “located [the defendant’s device] precisely within Defendant’s
apartment – Unit 1122 of the Domicilio Apartments.”

Id. at 995-96. In addition to these highly noteworthy factual concessions, the government also
conceded that the use of the cell site simulator was sufficiently intrusive to constitute a search
within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. Id. This was highly significant, in light of the
position set forth in DOJ’s Electronic Surveillance Manual, that a Pen/Trap or hybrid order
suffices. See supra Section III.
Thereafter, Rigmaiden brought a motion to suppress on numerous grounds, including a
challenge to the use of the IMSI catcher. The government contended that it had obtained a
warrant to use the device. Rigmaiden, joined by amici ACLU and the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, contended, among other things, that the government had withheld constitutionally
material information from the issuing magistrate, rendering the order on which the government
relied an invalid general warrant. The application failed to alert the issuing magistrate that the
government intended to use an IMSI catcher and omitted constitutionally material information
about how the technology works, such as its impact on third parties.57 Emails obtained by the
ACLU of Northern California in a FOIA lawsuit suggest that the government’s failure to disclose
to the court information about IMSI catchers in its applications for authorization to use the
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device was not isolated to the Rigmaiden case.58
Unfortunately, the court denied the motion to suppress. See United States v. Rigmaiden,
2013 WL 1932800 (D. Ariz. May 8, 2013). It held that information about how the IMSI catcher
operates was a mere “detail of execution which need not be specified.” Id. at *20. The court
also dismissed the significance of the government’s capturing of third-party information because
the government expunged the data. Id. at *22. Finally, although the court found that the
government did not violate the Fourth Amendment, it also found that the government acted in
good faith because the “agents were using a relatively new technology” and lacked legal
precedent on the type of warrant to be sought. Id. at *31.
In United States v. Espudo, 954 F. Supp. 2d 1029 (C.D. Cal. 2013), an IMSI catcher was
also used. But the court denied the motion to suppress, based on a government affidavit stating
that evidence from the IMSI catcher was not used to further the investigation. See id. at 1045. In
Thomas v. State, 127 So. 3d 658 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2013), the police used unspecified
technology to track a cell phone to the defendant’s home. Id. at 659-60 & n.2. The ACLU
unsealed a transcript from a hearing in the court below and it confirms that the technology at
issue was an IMSI catcher.59 The appellate court in Thomas did not address the legality of the
use of the technology and resolved the case on other grounds. An IMSI catcher also was used in
Wisconsin v. Tate, No. 2012AP336 (Wis. Ct. App. June 5, 2011), a case now pending before the
Wisconsin Supreme Court.60 It is not clear if the court will reach the IMSI catcher issue, which
was not addressed by the court below.
V.

How can you tell if the government used a StingRay in your case?

There are very few cases addressing IMSI catchers, leaving the area ripe for litigation.
The challenge lies in determining whether an IMSI catcher was even used. Even in those
instances where the government obtains some kind of court authorization to use the device, the
application and order will very likely not refer to IMSI catcher technology. The FBI has publicly
acknowledged that it “has, as a matter of policy, for over 10 years, protected this specific
electronic surveillance equipment and techniques from disclosure, directing its agents that while
the product of the identification or location operation can be disclosed, neither details on the
equipment’s operation nor the tradecraft involved in use of the equipment may be disclosed.”61
There are, however, several indications that the government may have used an IMSI catcher in
any particular case.
A.

Terminology

While technologists use the term “IMSI catcher,” DOJ does not and instead uses widely
varying, inconsistent terms, including, but not limited to, digital analyzer, cell site simulator, cell
site emulator, cell site monitor, triggerfish, StingRay, kingfish, amberjack, hailstorm, and WITT,
in reference to the FBI’s Wireless Intercept Tracking Team. Be on the lookout for any of the
foregoing terms. But the government may also conceal use of an IMSI catcher by instead
referring to a “mobile tracking device” or “pen register,” even though the former term typically
refers to GPS devices (or so-called “bumper beepers”), and the latter to requests for information
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from telephone service providers.62 In some instances, the government is even referring to an
unspecified “confidential source.”63 An indicator of potential IMSI catcher use, more reliable
than terminology, is how the government’s investigation actually unfolded.
B.

How did the government find out your client’s cell phone number?

IMSI catchers can be used to capture the unique numeric identifier, such as an Electronic
Serial Number or Mobile Identity Number, of a wireless device, and public DOJ documents
clearly contemplate use of this device for this purpose.64 The fact that applications and court
orders refer only to pen register devices does not rule out the possibility that an IMSI catcher was
used.
Obtaining the ESN, IMSI, MIN, or other identification number of a suspect’s phone is a
necessary predicate for a wiretap order or an order to a carrier for call records. If the government
obtained such orders in your case, but it is unclear how it obtained your client’s cell phone
number, or the only explanation is a highly cryptic reference to an unspecified “confidential
source” or “source of information” with no details as to the source, consider pursuing the issue of
an IMSI catcher in discovery. (An alternative possibility is that the government obtained the
number through another surveillance program known as the “Hemisphere project.”65)
C.

How did the government locate your client?

IMSI catchers are also used to locate targets of an investigation. The government is very
likely to offer alternative explanations for how it located a suspect to avoid disclosing that a
StingRay was used. One email from an FBI Special Agent in Rigmaiden read: “The tech guys
were able to narrow the signal to 3 apartments. Today, we will be doing as much follow up
research as we can. We need to develop independent probable cause of the search warrant…
FBI does not want to disclose the [redacted] (understandably so).” (Ellipsis in original).66 If
there was any point in the investigation when the government was able to identify the location of
your client, and even if the government offered non-StingRay related explanations for how it did
so, consider pursuing this issue in discovery.
VI.

Key legal arguments to raise if an IMSI catcher was used

There are several broad categories of constitutional concerns that arise from IMSI catcher
use. First, use of an IMSI catcher triggers Fourth Amendment scrutiny because it constitutes
both a search and a seizure within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. Second, there is a
strong argument that IMSI catchers can never be used consistent with the Fourth Amendment
because they engage in the electronic equivalent of a “general search.” Third, law enforcement
must at least obtain a warrant; a statutory order does not suffice. Fourth, even if law
enforcement obtained a warrant, it is likely invalid. While precise legal arguments would vary
depending on the actual language of the warrant, one of two scenarios is likely. Any warrant
was likely based on an inaccurate affidavit that contained materially misleading statements or
omissions about the government’s intended use of an IMSI catcher; those material statements
and omissions render a warrant invalid. Alternatively, if the warrant is accurate in describing
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the government’s intended and actual use of the IMSI catcher, then it almost certainly does not
satisfy particularity and breadth requirements and is facially invalid. Additional and more
specific legal arguments are almost certainly available, depending on the particular facts and
circumstance of each case.
A.

IMSI catchers trigger Fourth Amendment scrutiny

IMSI catchers are so intrusive that they violate both reasonable expectations of privacy
and property interests. Their use therefore constitutes a search within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment. They also give rise to Fourth Amendment seizures.
1.

Use in connection with residences

IMSI catchers invade reasonable expectations of privacy because they can be used to
ascertain the location or unique numeric identifier of a suspect’s cell phone, while the suspect is
located inside her private residence or other private space.67 The use of an electronic device to
determine information about the interior of private residences and other constitutionally
protected spaces clearly constitutes a Fourth Amendment search. See United States v. Karo, 468
U.S. 705, 715 (1984) (placing beeper into can of ether that was taken into a residence constituted
a search because it “reveal[ed] a critical fact about the interior of the premises”); Kyllo v. United
States, 533 U.S. 27, 34 (2001) (thermal imaging to detect heat from home constituted search).
An IMSI catcher allows the government to ascertain whether a suspect is located inside a
residence or the number of the cell phone she chooses to use while inside. This is all information
“about the interior of the premises that the Government is extremely interested in knowing and
that it could not otherwise have obtained without a warrant.” Karo, 468 U.S. at 716.
To be sure, the Supreme Court has held that individuals lack a reasonable expectation of
privacy for incoming and outgoing telephone numbers because the information is “voluntarily”
conveyed to the third party telephone company. See Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 745-46
(1979) (use of pen register does not constitute search). Relying on this rationale, a number of
courts have held, in the context of government requests for cell site location information from
wireless carriers, that individuals lack a reasonable expectation of privacy in the location of their
phone because the information was voluntarily conveyed to the carrier. See, e.g., In re
Application for Historical Cell Site Data, 724 F.3d 600, 614-15 (5th Cir. 2013) (hereinafter
“Fifth Circuit Decision”); United States v. Skinner, 690 F.3d 772, 778-79 (6th Cir. 2012); but see
In re Application for an Order Directing a Provider of Electronic Comm. Serv. to Disclose
Records, 620 F.3d 304, 317 (3d Cir. 2010) (rejecting government’s argument that subscribers
lack reasonable expectation of privacy in cell site location information because they have shared
their information with third party communications provider).
But these cases are distinguishable. First, when the government uses an IMSI catcher, it
obtains the information directly, not from a third party. Cf. Smith, 442 U.S. at 744 (telephone
subscriber “assume[s] the risk that the company would reveal to police the numbers he dialed”);
Fifth Circuit Decision, 724 F.3d at 610 (“the Government . . . draws a line based on whether it is
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the Government collecting the information . . . or whether it is a third party, of its own accord
and for its own purposes, recording the information”). Second, there is nothing “voluntary”
about the information obtained by an IMSI catcher, which “force[s]” cell phones to transmit
signaling data.68 Third, an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy about her
information when she is inside a residence or other private location, even if she would have no
such expectation for the same type of information when in a public place. Compare United
States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276, 281 (1983) (use of bumper beeper to track suspect’s location did
not constitute search because “[a] person travelling in an automobile on public thoroughfares has
no reasonable expectation of privacy in his movements from one place to another.”), with Karo,
468 U.S. at 715 (use of beeper to determine suspect “was actually in the house” constituted
search: “[t]he case is thus not like Knotts, for there the beeper told the authorities nothing about
the interior of Knotts’ cabin”). When using an IMSI catcher to locate someone or to identify the
number of the phone she chooses to use while inside a private location, the government is
obtaining “a critical fact about the interior of the premises,” Karo, 468 U.S. at 715, rather than
information emitted from a phone while the suspect is “traveling on public thoroughfares.”
Skinner, 690 F.3d at 781. The Supreme Court has warned that even if a rudimentary form of
surveillance technology appears not to effect a “‘significant’ compromise of the homeowner’s
privacy,” “we must take the long view” when “the Government uses a device that is not in
general public use, to explore details of the home that would previously have been unknowable
without physical intrusion.” Kyllo, 533 U.S. at 40.
Relatedly, use of an IMSI catcher in connection with residences may constitute a Fourth
Amendment search under a property rationale. To the extent investigators use portable IMSI
catchers while walking within the curtilage of a home,69 the use constitutes a search because it
entails a physical intrusion on constitutionally protected areas. See Florida v. Jardines, 133 S.
Ct. 1409, 1417 (2013) (use of drug-sniffing dog on front porch of home constituted search under
trespass theory); United States v. Broadhurst, 2012 WL 5985615 at *6 (D. Or. Nov. 28, 2012)
(use of “Shadow,” a handheld device that scans wireless networks to determine devices
connected to it, while on front lawn constituted search under trespass theory). Even without a
physical intrusion into the curtilage by the operator of an IMSI catcher, the IMSI catcher itself
broadcasts electronic signals that penetrate the walls of private locations. See supra Section II &
n.29. This “unauthorized physical penetration into the premises” constitutes a search. Silverman
v. United States, 365 U.S. 505, 509 (1961) (finding search where government used “spike mike,”
a microphone attached to spike inserted into walls of house); but see United States v. Jones, 132
S. Ct. 945, 949, 953 (2012) (holding that installation and monitoring of GPS on suspect’s vehicle
constituted search because of “physical intrusion” “for the purpose of obtaining information” but
observing that “[s]ituations involving merely the transmission of electronic signals without
trespass would remain subject to [reasonable expectation of privacy] analysis”).
2.

Use in public

IMSI catcher use in public locations may also trigger Fourth Amendment scrutiny.
An “intrusion on possessory interests” gives rise to a Fourth amendment seizure, even
when it occurs in a public place. United States v. Place, 462 U.S. 696, 705 (1983); see also id. at
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707 (seizure occurred when agent told defendant at airport he was going to take luggage). The
types of IMSI catcher currently used by the government “capture” a target cell phone and
“force” it to disconnect from the carrier’s base station and instead “to register” with the
government’s fake base station.70 By commandeering a target phone in this fashion, the
government seizes it.
IMSI catcher use in public places may also constitute a search, depending on the type of
data collected and the duration of the surveillance. For example, IMSI catchers are capable of
intercepting content. See supra Section II. Although DOJ materials make clear that such
functions should be disabled absent a Title III wiretap order (18 U.S.C. § 2518),71 little is known
about state and local government protocols for using these devices. In any event, it is essential to
obtain discovery about the type of data that was actually collected by the government and, to the
extent voice, email, text messages or other private communications were obtained, the Fourth
Amendment and Title III or analogous state wiretap statutes are triggered. See United States v.
U.S. Dist. Ct. for the E. Dist. of Michigan, S. Div., 407 U.S. 297, 313 (1972) (“[T]he broad and
unsuspected governmental incursions into conversational privacy which electronic surveillance
entails necessitate the application of Fourth Amendment safeguards.”); Katz v. United States,
389 U.S. 347, 352 (1967) (caller in phone booth had reasonable expectation of privacy: “To read
the Constitution more narrowly is to ignore the vital role that the public telephone has come to
play in private communication”); United States v. Warshak, 631 F.3d 266, 286 (6th Cir. 2010)
(reasonable expectation of privacy in content of emails).
In addition, if the government used the IMSI catcher to monitor location over a prolonged
period, its use may constitute a search.73
72

B.

IMSI catchers engage in the electronic equivalent of a “general search”
and their use therefore violates the Fourth Amendment

IMSI catchers engage in the electronic equivalent of the general searches prohibited by
the Fourth Amendment. The Fourth Amendment was “the product of [the Framers’] revulsion
against” “general warrants” that provided British “customs officials blanket authority to search
where they pleased for goods imported in violation of the British tax laws.” Stanford v. Texas,
379 U.S. 476, 481-82 (1965). “General searches have long been deemed to violate fundamental
rights. It is plain that the [Fourth] [A]mendment forbids them.” Marron v. United States, 275
U.S. 192, 195 (1927). “[T]he Fourth Amendment categorically prohibits the issuance of any
warrant except one ‘particularly describing the place to be searched and the persons or things to
be seized.’ The manifest purpose of this particularity requirement was to prevent general
searches.” Maryland v. Garrison, 480 U.S. 79, 84 (1987); see also Marron, 275 U.S. at 196
(particularity requirement prohibits general searches by “prevent[ing] the seizure of one thing
under a warrant describing another”). By scooping up all manner of information from a target
cell phone, as well as all nearby cell phones, an IMSI catcher engages in “general, exploratory
rummaging.” Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 467 (1971); see also United States v.
Tamura, 694 F.2d 591, 595 (9th Cir. 1982) (“[T]he wholesale seizure for later detailed
examination of records not described in a warrant . . . has been characterized as ‘the kind of
investigatory dragnet that the fourth amendment was designed to prevent.’”).
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The device scoops up all signaling information from a suspect’s cell phone, rather than
targeting evidence of particular crimes as to which there is probable cause. See, e.g., Groh v.
Ramirez, 540 U.S. 551, 563 (2004) (finding invalid warrant that authorized seizure of suspect’s
house and that failed to identify any particular items and explaining that “a search warrant for
‘evidence of crime’ was ‘[s]o open-ended’ in its description that it could ‘only be described as a
general warrant’”) (quoting United States v. Stefonek, 179 F.3d 1030, 1032-33 (7th Cir. 1999));
United States v. Kow, 58 F.3d 423, 427-28 (9th Cir. 1995) (warrant overbroad where it
authorized widespread seizure of documents at business even though affidavit contained only
probable cause pertaining to profit skimming and tax violations); United States v. Cardwell, 680
F.2d 75, 77 (9th Cir. 1982) (warrant overbroad where it permitted seizure of all of “appellants’
business papers” that were “instrumentality or evidence of violation of the general tax evasion
statute”). For example, if an individual is suspected of using a phone to engage in criminal
activity in the park during the day, what is the probable cause to obtain signaling data from the
phone she uses when she is at home at night? The constitution “demands” that the surveillance
“be conducted in such a way as to minimize the” collection of information unsupported by
probable cause. United States v. Koyomejian, 970 F.2d 536, 542 (9th Cir. 1992) (adopting
minimization and other requirements, in addition to probable cause, for warrants to conduct
video surveillance).
In addition, an IMSI catcher also scoops up information from the devices of innocent
third parties as to whom the government has no probable cause, or reasonable suspicion,
whatsoever. See United States v. Whitney, 633 F.2d 902, 907 (9th Cir. 1980) (“The command to
search can never include more than is covered by the showing of probable cause to search.”)
(internal quotation marks, citation omitted).
In short, IMSI catchers operate in indiscriminate fashion, scooping up too much
information, from too many people. This is precisely the type of general rummaging prohibited
by the Fourth Amendment.
C.

Statutory orders do not suffice to authorize IMSI catcher use

At a minimum, however, the government should presumptively obtain a probable cause
warrant because the government’s use of an IMSI catcher constitutes a Fourth Amendment
search and/or seizure. See supra Section VI-A; Kyllo, 533 U.S. at 40 (surveillance that
constitutes “search” is “presumptively unreasonable without a warrant”).
DOJ contends that a Pen/Trap or hybrid order suffices. See supra Section III-B&C. But
these statutory orders – based on “relevant” or “relevant and material” standards (see 18 U.S.C. §
3122(b)(2); 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d)) – do not satisfy the Fourth Amendment’s probable cause
requirement or other safeguards.
Note also that DOJ materials suggest that the government seeks a Pen/Trap order when
using an IMSI catcher to obtain a device’s unique numeric identifier, but a hybrid order to obtain
location information. See supra Section III-B&C. Warrants, rather than statutory orders, should
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be obtained in both cases. There is no reason to apply a different legal standard depending on
the government’s motivation in using the IMSI catcher. This is so because IMSI catcher
technology operates in the same fashion and captures the same type of signaling data – and thus
invades privacy expectations and property interests, and effects seizures to the same degree –
whether the government deploys the device for the purpose of obtaining the unique numeric
identifier of a suspect’s device in a known location, or the location of a suspect whose device’s
numeric identifier is known. In both instances, the IMSI catcher engages in the same dragnet.
D.

Even if the government obtained a warrant, use of an IMSI catcher is still
invalid

Even if a court were to conclude that IMSI catchers are not per se violative of the Fourth
Amendment and assuming law enforcement obtained a warrant, there are likely strong arguments
that use of an IMSI catcher was still illegal. It is impossible to anticipate all of the potential
arguments, which will depend on the language of the warrant and the execution of the search.
This section sets forth potential challenges that address two alternative scenarios, one in which
the warrant and application fail to describe the government’s intended use of an IMSI catcher
and another in which they do.
1.

The government’s omission of information about new surveillance
technology from a warrant application prevents courts from
exercising their constitutional oversight function and would
render a warrant invalid

A warrant application for authorization to use an IMSI catcher is very likely to be
inaccurate. See supra Section III-C & V at n.61 (discussing FBI policy of non-disclosure). In
particular, it may omit the critical fact that the government intends to use an IMSI catcher,
provide affirmatively misleading information that the government intends to use a pen register
instead, or fail to provide any information on what the technology is and how it works.74
New technology often raises complex and cutting edge constitutional questions. Cf., e.g.,
Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 946-47 (addressing whether installation and monitoring of GPS device
constitutes a “search” within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment). These are questions for
the courts, and not the government unilaterally, to decide. The Fourth Amendment assigns
judicial officers a critical role in ensuring that all aspects of a search are supported by probable
cause and are not overly intrusive. See United States v. Spilotro, 800 F.2d 959, 963 (9th Cir.
1986). Judicial supervision is particularly important with evolving technology, where there is a
heightened risk of overly intrusive searches. See United States v. Comprehensive Drug Testing,
Inc., 621 F.3d 1162, 1176 (9th Cir. 2010) (en banc) (hereinafter “CDT”).
Information about the government’s intended use of new technology, and how the
technology works, is material to pressing constitutional questions, such as whether all aspects of
the search are supported by probable cause. The courts cannot exercise their constitutional
oversight function if deprived of this information. A warrant application that fails to disclose the
15
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government’s intended use of an IMSI catcher, or to provide basic information about the
technology, omits material information. Equally troubling is an application that refers to a “pen
register device” when the government actually intends to use an IMSI catcher. Both
circumstances require suppression. See United States v. Rettig, 589 F.2d 418, 422-23 (9th Cir.
1979) (suppressing information obtained from warrant procured on basis of material omission).
At a minimum, however, the defendant in such a case should be entitled to an evidentiary
hearing on whether the omission of information about the IMSI catcher is intentional and
material. See Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154 (1978).
a.

A warrant that fails to disclose the government’s intended
use of an IMSI catcher is predicated on a material omission

Information about the government’s intended use of an IMSI catcher is material. When
the government omits this information from its warrant application, it interferes with the court’s
ability to supervise the search and any evidence obtained from such a search should be
suppressed.
The misleading statements and/or omissions are likely to involve: (a) failure to state that
the government intends to use an IMSI catcher or, worse, an affirmative statement that the
government intends to use a “pen register” device, (b) failure to acknowledge that the IMSI
catcher will scoop up all signaling information from phones used by the target, including from
phones and at times and locations unrelated to suspected criminal activity, (c) failure to
acknowledge that the IMSI catcher will scoop up all signaling information from phones used by
third parties as to whom the government lacks probable cause or even reasonable suspicion,
and/or (d) failure to acknowledge that IMSI catchers are capable of capturing content and to
address whether that function has been disabled on the particular device.75
“Just as the Fourth Amendment prohibits warrantless searches generally, so too does it
prohibit a search conducted pursuant to an ill-begotten or otherwise invalid warrant.” Bravo v.
City of Santa Maria, 665 F.3d 1076, 1083 (9th Cir. 2011). One of the purposes of the Fourth
Amendment’s particularity requirement is to “ensure[] that the magistrate issuing the warrant is
fully apprised of the scope of the search and can thus accurately determine whether the entire
search is supported by probable cause.” Spilotro, 800 F.2d at 963. In Rettig, the Ninth Circuit
required suppression where the government withheld material information about the intended
scope of the search. 589 F.2d at 422-23 (after failing to obtain warrant for cocaine-related
evidence, government went to different magistrate seeking warrant for marijuana-related
evidence, and then conducted broad search including for cocaine-related items). “By failing to
advise the judge of all the material facts, including the purpose of the search and its intended
scope, the officers deprived him of the opportunity to exercise meaningful supervision over their
conduct and to define the proper limits of the warrant.” Id. at 422. “A judicial officer cannot
perform the function of issuing a warrant particularly describing the places to be searched and
things to be seized,” if “the agents withh[o]ld [material] information.” Id. at 423; see also Liston
v. Cnty. of Riverside, 120 F.3d 965, 974 (9th Cir. 1997) (finding information material where “the
magistrate would not have issued the warrant without requiring additional information and in
addition imposing specific restrictions on its execution”).76
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Information that the government intends to use an IMSI catcher would prompt a
reasonable magistrate to “require[e] additional information.” Id. In ruling on a statutory
application to use an IMSI catcher, for example, one court conducted “an ex parte hearing . . .
with the special agent leading the investigation,” and faulted the government’s application for
not “explain[ing] the technology, or the process by which the technology will be used to engage
in the electronic surveillance.” In re StingRay, 890 F. Supp. 2d at 749. The court was
specifically troubled that the application contained “no discussion” about the manner in which
the government intended to operate the StingRay, and identified the numerous factual issues it
believed material to evaluating the government’s application. See id. This included information
about “how many distinct surveillance sites they intend to use, or how long they intend to
operate the StingRay equipment to gather all telephone numbers in the immediate area. It was
not explained how close they intend to be to the Subject before using the StingRay equipment.
They did not address what the government would do with the cell phone numbers and other
information concerning seemingly innocent cell phone users whose information was recorded by
the equipment.” Id.
In addition, some IMSI catchers are capable of capturing content. See supra Section II.
Notification that the government intends to use an IMSI catcher would prompt a reasonable
magistrate to inquire whether the device the government proposes to use has such a feature and,
if so, whether it has been disabled. Cf. 18 U.S.C. § 2518 (setting forth heightened standard for
wiretap orders).
Factual information of the type discussed above is necessary for the court to exercise its
constitutional duty to “define the proper limits of the warrant.” Rettig, 420 U.S. at 422. Such
limits include restrictions that would minimize the intrusive impact of the IMSI catcher on the
suspect, for example, by setting limits on when, where, and for how long the device is operated
(if the suspect is only believed to engage in criminal activity in parks in the afternoon, there is no
probable cause to collect information from the suspect when he is sleeping at home at night,
particularly when he may be using a different phone at that time and location), as well as by
prohibiting interception of content (absent compliance with requirements for a Title III wiretap).
These or similar limitations (e.g., prohibitions against using the device in dense
residential areas or at night when third parties are likely to be at home, restrictions on the size of
geographic area in which the device is used) would also serve to minimize the intrusion on third
parties. In addition to limiting the amount of third-party information collected, there is the
question of what to do with any such information (delete it immediately, segregate and redact).77
It is for the issuing magistrate, not the government, to determine how best to balance the
government’s need for information, third-party privacy, and the need to preserve evidence
“helpful to the accused.” United States v. Gamez-Orduno, 235 F.3d 453, 461 (9th Cir. 2000)
(“[S]uppression of material evidence helpful to the accused, whether at trial or on a motion to
suppress, violates due process if there is a reasonable probability that, had the evidence been
disclosed, the result of the proceeding would have been different.”).
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Also noteworthy is any case in which the government submits an application seeking
authorization to use a “pen register device,” when the government actually intends to use an
IMSI catcher. See supra Section III & nn.50 & 51 (discussing template DOJ application). Such
an application would be especially misleading. A pen register device, by definition, is “a device
or process which records . . . signaling information transmitted by an instrument or facility, . . .
provided, however, that such information shall not include the contents of any communication.”
18 U.S.C. § 3127(3) (emphasis added). The statutory definition does not encompass a device
that records signaling information from multiple instruments in its vicinity, which is precisely
what an IMSI catcher does. Nor does it encompass devices, like IMSI catchers, which are
capable of capturing content. Relying on the statutory definition of “pen register,” a court would
be lulled into believing there were no need to seek additional information about the kind of data
intercepted by the IMSI catcher from the target, or to impose restrictions related to third parties.
In short, the failure to apprise the court that IMSI catchers scoop up all signaling
information from target and third-party cell phones leaves a court in the dark about the “intended
scope” of the search and thus deprives the court “of the opportunity to exercise meaningful
supervision over [the officers’] conduct and to define the proper limits of the warrant.” Rettig,
589 F.2d at 422.78 A warrant procured under these circumstances can “bec[o]me an instrument
for conducting a general search.” Id. at 423. As a result, “all evidence seized during the search
must be suppressed.” Id.79
b.

A defendant is entitled to a Franks hearing

Alternatively, a defendant should be entitled to an evidentiary hearing under Franks to
determine whether the affidavit misrepresented or omitted material facts. “To allow a magistrate
to be misle[]d . . . could denude the probable cause requirement of all meaning. Accordingly, a
Fourth Amendment violation occurs where the affiant intentionally or recklessly omitted facts
required to prevent technically true statements in the affidavit from being misleading.” Liston,
120 F.3d at 973 (internal quotation marks, citations omitted). A defendant seeking a Franks
hearing must “make[] a two-fold showing: intentional or reckless inclusion or omission, and
materiality.” United States v. Bennett, 219 F.3d 1117, 1124 (9th Cir. 2000).
Omissions or misrepresentations pertaining to the government’s intended use of an IMSI
catcher are material for the reasons discussed above. See supra Section VI-D-1-a. They are also
intentional.
In court-filed pleadings, the FBI has acknowledged that it has a longstanding policy of
not disclosing information about IMSI catchers.80 In addition, an internal email from the United
States Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of California shows that “many” law
enforcement agents in that district, under the auspices of pen register orders, were using the
device – but without “mak[ing] that explicit” in the application; even worse, this occurred after
the federal magistrates had expressed “collective concerns” that pen register orders would not
suffice to authorize use of the device.81 An email produced in discovery in Rigmaiden stated that
the investigative team “need[ed] to develop independent probable cause of the search warrant …
FBI does not want to disclose the [redacted] (understandably so).”82 In addition, the Sarasota
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Police Department in Florida acknowledged, in an email obtained by the ACLU of Florida
through a public records request, that, “at the request of U.S. Marshalls,” local police officers
“simply refer to [information from an IMSI catcher] as ‘ . . . information from a confidential
source regarding the location of the suspect.’ To date this has not been challenged . . . .”83 All of
this demonstrates that the government’s omission of information about IMSI catchers – or
affirmative misrepresentation that it is instead using a “pen register” device or obtaining
information from a “confidential source” – is hardly innocent.84
Even in the absence of such stark revelations, it seems clear that misrepresentations and
omissions pertaining to the government’s use of IMSI catchers are intentional. The issue is not
whether the government should have followed-up on or disclosed facts not of its own making.
Cf. Bravo, 665 F.3d at 1087, 1088 (where officer obtained a warrant to search home, even
though he knew that suspect had received two-year prison sentence and thus not likely to be
living at his prior residence, officer’s “failure to . . . follow up and inquire about [the suspect’s]
custody status amounted to at least reckless disregard for the truth”). The government cannot
disclaim responsibility for knowing what device it has chosen to use.
Nor can ignorance about the technology excuse any omission. The functioning of the
technology has constitutional significance. It is therefore incumbent on the government to
understand the technology and disclose it to the courts. See In re Application of the U.S. for an
Order Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(D), Nos. C-12-670M, C-12-671M, 2012 WL 4717778 *702
(S.D. Tex. Sept. 26, 2012) (rejecting application for so-called “cell tower dump,” i.e., all
information from specified cell towers: “[I]t is problematic that neither the assistant United
States Attorney nor the special agent truly understood the technology involved in the requested
applications. Without such an understanding, they cannot appreciate the constitutional
implications of their requests. They are essentially asking for a warrant in support of a very
broad and invasive search affecting likely hundreds of individuals in violation of the Fourth
Amendment.”).
*
*
*
In short, to the extent the warrant application fails to alert the issuing magistrate that the
government intends to use an IMSI catcher, misleadingly states it intends to use a “pen register,”
or fails to provide basic information about what the technology is and how it works, the
omissions are intentional and material. The defendant in such a case is therefore entitled to
suppression or a Franks hearing, to ensure that the government is not permitted to conduct
searches “pursuant to an ill-begotten or otherwise invalid warrant.” Bravo, 665 F.3d at 1083.
2.

A warrant that accurately describes the IMSI catcher’s capabilities
would be facially invalid

For the reasons discussed above, a warrant and application that inaccurately describes the
government’s intended use of an IMSI catcher should be held invalid. But it is possible that a
warrant and application will accurately describe the proposed use of the device. In that,
somewhat less likely event, the warrant will almost certainly fail to satisfy particularity or
breadth requirements and should thus be held facially invalid.
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Particularity. “Particularity is the requirement that the warrant must clearly state what is
sought.” In re Grand Jury Subpoenas v. United States, 926 F.2d 847, 856 (9th Cir. 1991). This
means that the warrant must contain “limitations on which [items] within each category [can] be
seized [and] suggest[] how they relate[] to specific criminal activity.” Kow, 58 F.3d at 427. A
warrant is not sufficiently particular if it “provide[s] the search team with discretion to seize
records wholly unrelated to the” “crimes and individuals under investigation.” United States v.
SDI Future Health, Inc., 568 F.3d 684, 705 (9th Cir. 2009). A warrant that expressly authorizes
the search that an IMSI catcher will actually perform – a dragnet for all signaling information
from the suspect’s wireless device and all other devices in the vicinity of the IMSI catcher –
contains no practical limitations on the scope of the search and will authorize the government to
search and seize information entirely unrelated to the specific criminal activity of which the
target is suspected, as well as information from innocent third parties.
To be sure, courts will sustain warrants with “generic descriptions” of the information to
be searched and seized “where the government lacked information necessary to describe the
items to be seized more precisely.” Spilotro, 800 F.2d at 966. But warrants involving IMSI
catchers involve impermissibly “generic descriptions” because of the government’s choice to use
a technology that scoops up far more information than what actually “relate[s] to specific
criminal activity.” Kow, 58 F.3d at 427. That knowing choice does not excuse reliance on
“generic descriptions.” Indeed, the fact that searches performed by IMSI catchers are not
susceptible of being described with particularity underscores the grave concern that IMSI
catchers engage in the very general rummaging prohibited by the Fourth Amendment. See
Garrison, 480 U.S. at 85 (“By limiting the authorization to search to the specific areas and things
for which there is probable cause to search, the [particularity] requirement ensures that the search
will be carefully tailored to its justification, and will not take on the character of the wideranging exploratory searches the framers intended to prohibit.”); CDT, 621 F.3d at 1176 (noting,
in context of searches for electronic information, “serious risk that every warrant for electronic
information will become, in effect, a general warrant, rendering the Fourth Amendment
irrelevant”).
Overbreadth. Any warrant that accurately describes the search performed by an IMSI
catcher but that fails to impose explicit restrictions on how and when it is used would also be
overbroad because it would authorize the government to search and seize information from the
defendant unrelated to specific suspected criminal activity and also information pertaining to
third parties as to whom it lacks any probable cause.
“Courts have repeatedly invalidated warrants authorizing a search which exceeded the
scope of the probable cause shown in the affidavit.” In re Grand Jury Subpoenas, 926 F.2d at
857. A warrant is overbroad where the affidavit establishes probable cause to seize some but not
all materials from the target of an investigation. See, e.g., Kow, 58 F.3d at 427-28 (warrant
overbroad where it authorized widespread seizure of documents at business even though affidavit
contained only probable cause pertaining to profit skimming and tax violations); Center Art
Galleries-Hawaii, Inc. v. United States, 875 F.2d 747, 750 (9th Cir. 1989) (warrant overbroad
where it “failed to limit the warrants to items [at art gallery] pertaining to the sale of Dali artwork
despite the total absence of any evidence of criminal activity unrelated to Dali”); Spilotro, 800
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F.2d at 965 (warrant invalid and “authorization to seize ‘gemstones and other items of jewelry’
[from business] was far too broad” because affidavit only established probable cause pertaining
to a few stolen diamonds).
Absent explicit restrictions on how and when it is used, an IMSI catcher would intercept
all information from a target’s phone about location and calls made, not merely location and calls
pertaining to suspected criminal activity. If used to identify the numeric identifier of the
phone(s) used by a suspect, it would also intercept the information from all phones used by the
suspect, not only the phone used in connection with suspected criminal activity.85 See supra
Section VI-A (discussing why interception of this information gives rise to a search and seizure).
While the suppression analysis will focus largely on the information obtained from the
defendant, it is also worth noting the impact on third parties. Courts are sensitive to overbreadth
issues when the search extends to third parties as to whom there is no probable cause at all. In
Maryland v. Garrison, the affidavit established probable cause to search the residence of one
individual, who was identified as living on the third floor of a particular apartment building; the
building, it turned out, had two units on the third floor and the question was whether the search
of the second unit was lawful. 480 U.S. at 81. “Plainly,” the Court emphasized, “if the officers
had known, or even if they should have known, that there were two separate dwelling units on
the third floor of [the building], they would have been obligated to exclude respondent’s
apartment from the scope of the requested warrant.” Id. at 85. Garrison thus makes clear that
officers are obligated to exclude from the scope of a requested warrant third parties as to whom
they lack probable cause.86
Severability and suppression. The Ninth Circuit “follow[s] the rule that where invalid
portions of a warrant may be stricken and the remaining portions held valid, seizures pursuant to
the valid portions will be sustained.” Spilotro, 800 F.2d at 967. But “[i]f no portion of the
warrant is sufficiently particularized to pass constitutional muster, then total suppression is
required. Otherwise the abuses of a general search would not be prevented.” Cardwell, 680 F.2d
at 78 (citation omitted). When confronted with an insufficiently particularized or an overbroad
warrant, a court must therefore first determine whether the defective portions of the warrant are
severable.
Relevant to the analysis is whether improperly authorized “items were set forth in
textually severable portions.” Spilotro, 800 F.2d at 968. It is exceedingly unlikely that a warrant
authorizing use of an IMSI catcher would use a formulation that distinguishes between signaling
information from the suspect’s device that pertains to suspected criminal activity and signaling
information that does not, or distinguishes between signaling information from the target device
and third-party devices. To the extent the warrant does not contain “identifiable portions [that
are] sufficiently specific and particular to support severance,” severance is not available. Id. at
967.
In addition, “severance is not available when the valid portion of the warrant is ‘a
relatively insignificant part’ of an otherwise invalid search.” In re Grand Jury Subpoenas, 926
F.2d at 858 (quoting Spilotro, 800 F.2d at 967); accord Kow, 58 F.3d at 428. To the extent the
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government used an IMSI catcher to conduct a dragnet search for all signaling information from
the target (even from phones and at times and locations unrelated to suspected criminal activity)
and for all signaling information from all cell phones in the vicinity of the target (even from third
parties as to whom the government lacks probable cause), the information from the target cell
phone pertaining to criminal activity would be a “relatively insignificant part” of the warrant and
severance would not be available.87
Where a warrant is not severable, the remedy is blanket suppression. See Spilotro, 800
F.2d at 968 (ordering blanket suppression where warrant not severable); Cardwell, 680 F.2d at
78 (same); Kow, 58 F.3d at 428, 430 (same).
Good faith exception inapplicable. Courts have typically rejected the argument that the
“good faith” exception to the suppression doctrine, see United States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897
(1984), applies where the warrant is facially invalid. See United States v. Clark, 31 F.3d 831,
836 (9th Cir. 1994) (where warrant was facially overbroad, “the officers could not reasonably
rely on it under the objective test of Leon”); Center Art Galleries-Hawaii, 875 F.2d at 753
(declining to apply good faith exception where “the warrants contained no meaningful restriction
on which documents could be seized”); Kow, 58 F.3d at 429 (“when a warrant is facially
overbroad, absent specific assurances from an impartial judge or magistrate that the defective
warrant is valid despite its overbreadth, a reasonable reliance argument fails”). Depending on
its language, a warrant authorizing the use of an IMSI catcher is likely “so overbroad that absent
some exceptional circumstance, no agent could reasonably rely on them.” Center Art GalleriesHawaii, 875 F.2d at 753.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies have been using IMSI catchers to
engage in dragnet searches and seizures of information from cell phones without disclosing this
use to the courts or criminal defendants. By shrouding this technology in secrecy, the
government has succeeded in deploying a highly intrusive form of surveillance. In cases where
the government may have used an IMSI catcher, vigorous advocacy is necessary to obtain full
discovery and suppression of tainted evidence. Unless criminal defense attorneys pursue these
issues aggressively, the government will continue to write its own rules for conducting
surveillance, without the benefit of court oversight or an adversarial process.
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APPENDIX
Issues to Pursue in Discovery
The following is a non-exhaustive list of issues to pursue in discovery broken into two
main topics. One set of issues is intended to ferret out whether the government used an IMSI
catcher, and the other presses on the constitutional implications of its use.
A.

Was an IMSI catcher used?
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

All subpoenas, court orders, and warrants, as well as applications and
affidavits in support thereof, for electronic surveillance, and returns
thereto.
All information obtained via each such subpoena, court order, or warrant.
All documents identifying equipment used to [identify the unique numeric
identifier associated with defendant’s cell phone] or [identify the
geographic location of the defendant’s cell phone].
All emails, notes, logs, reports (including but not limited to Investigation
Details Reports), and any other documents regarding efforts to [identify
the unique numeric identifier associated with defendant’s cell phone] or
[identify the geographic location of the defendant’s cell phone].88
All documents describing or reflecting categories of data (e.g., incoming
or outgoing telephone numbers; IP addresses; date, time and duration of
call; cell site ID; cell site sector; location area code; signal strength; angle
of arrival; signal time difference of arrival; ESN or MIN) obtained through
real-time tracking of the location of the defendant’s cell phone.89
All documents reflecting the cell site ID and location area code of the
device used to monitor the defendant’s cell phone.90
All documents reflecting the cell site IDs and location area codes collected
by the device used to monitor the defendant’s cell phone.91
All documents reflecting the GPS coordinates of any device while it was
mobile and was used to monitor the defendant’s cell phone.92
All information obtained through real-time tracking of the location of the
defendant’s cell phone.93
All reports of investigation, location calculations, and other relevant
documents authored and/or signed by the individuals who participated in
the investigation to [identify to the unique numeric identifier associated
with defendant’s cell phone] or [identify the geographic location of the
defendant’s cell phone].
All operator’s logs, training records, score sheets, certification records,
training standards, and training manuals related to the device used to
[identify to the unique numeric identifier associated with defendant’s cell
phone] or [identify the geographic location of the defendant’s cell
phone].94
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12.

13.

14.

B.

All reports of investigation, location calculations, and other relevant
documents reflecting the agencies that participated in the investigation to
[identify to the unique numeric identifier associated with defendant’s cell
phone] or [identify the geographic location of the defendant’s cell
phone].95
All test protocols and results of tests performed on the device used to
[identify to the unique numeric identifier associated with defendant’s cell
phone] or [identify the geographic location of the defendant’s cell phone],
prior to deploying the device on the defendant’s cell phone. These test
results shall include, but not be limited to, base station survey results of
the immediate area where the defendant’s cell phone was [identified] or
[located].96
All experts’ qualifications, summary of expected testimony, list of cases in
which any such expert(s) has testified, and summary of the bases for any
expert opinion related to testimony regarding the [identification of the
unique numeric identifier associated with defendant’s cell phone] or
[identification of the geographic location of the defendant’s cell phone].

If an IMSI catcher was used, the following issues are material to a potential
motion to suppress.
1.

Topics and document requests that would shed light on the intrusive
nature of the IMSI catcher and why its use constituted a search:
a.

b.

Where was the IMSI catcher used? Was it used to determine that
the defendant was inside a private location such as a residence?
Was there a trespass to property in connection with its use?
(i)
All documents reflecting capacity of IMSI catcher to locate
cell phones while inside physical structures.
(ii)
All documents reflecting geographic accuracy with which
the IMSI catcher is able to locate the target cell phone.
(iii) All documents reflecting path movement of the IMSI
catcher, including both the path the device traveled if used
on the inside of a vehicle or mounted on an aerial vehicle,
and the path the device traveled if carried by a human on
foot.
What kind of information did the IMSI catcher scoop up from the
defendant (relevant to whether use constituted a search and also
whether search was overbroad, i.e., not limited to information
pertaining to defendant’s suspected criminal activity)?
(i)
All documents describing categories of data (e.g., incoming
or outgoing telephone numbers; date, time and duration of
call; cell site number/sector or other information pertaining
to geographic location of cell phone; signal strength; ESN
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c.

2.

or MIN; ping time; content of communications) collected
by the IMSI catcher from the defendant’s cell phone.
(ii)
All underlying data obtained by the IMSI catcher from the
defendant’s cell phone.
(iii) [If defendant has more than one cell phone and one or more
has no connection to any criminal activity:] All documents
reflecting the numeric identifiers obtained from defendant’s
cell phones.
How long was the IMSI catcher used and at what times of day
(relevant to whether use constituted a search and also whether
search was overbroad, i.e., not limited to information pertaining to
defendant’s suspected criminal activity)?
(i)
All documents reflecting times during which IMSI catcher
was used.

Topics and document requests that would shed light on the intrusive
nature of the IMSI catcher and why its use constituted a seizure.
a.

Did the IMSI catcher interfere with the defendant’s possessory
interest in the cell phone?
(i)
Did the government’s use of the IMSI catcher deny the
target phone service?
(a)
All documents related to any agreements or
arrangements with the wireless carrier authorizing
the IMSI catcher to become part of its network or
authorizing the IMSI catcher to monitor a phone
that receives service through its network.
(b)
All documents pertaining to any forwarding of data
from defendant’s phone to the wireless carrier’s
network while the IMSI catcher was in operation.97
(c)
All documents reflecting impact of the use of the
IMSI catcher on access by the defendant’s cell
phone to cellular service.
(ii)
Try to document the fact that the IMSI catcher forces the
phone to establish a connection with it and in the process
forces the phone to transmit at full power, thus draining the
battery faster.98
(a)
All training materials, including but not limited to
training records, certification records, training
standards, and training manuals related to the device
used to [identify to the unique numeric identifier
associated with defendant’s cell phone] or [identify
the geographic location of the defendant’s cell
phone].99
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(b)

3.

All user manuals related to the device used [identify
to the unique numeric identifier associated with
defendant’s cell phone] or [identify the geographic
location of the defendant’s cell phone].

Topics and document requests that would shed light on the
constitutionality of any warrant obtained:
a.
b.

c.

What kind of information did the IMSI catcher scoop up from the
defendant? See supra B-1-b.
What was the impact on third parties?100
(i)
All underlying data obtained by the IMSI catcher, whether
or not pertaining to the defendant’s cell phone.
(ii)
All documents reflecting the broadcast radius of the IMSI
catcher.
(iii) All documents reflecting the number of third-party cell
phones with which the IMSI catcher exchanged
information.
(iv)
All documents describing categories of data (e.g., incoming
or outgoing telephone numbers; date, time and duration of
call; cell site number/sector or other information pertaining
to geographic location of cell phone; signal strength; ESN
or MIN; ping time) collected by the IMSI catcher from the
third-party cell phones.
(v)
All underlying data obtained by the IMSI catcher from
third-party cell phones, replacing any actual unique
numeric identifiers with substitute numeric identifiers, to
protect third-party privacy interests.
(vi)
All documents regarding subsequent use or destruction of
third-party data obtained by the IMSI catcher.
(vii) All documents reflecting impact of the use of the IMSI
catcher on access by third-party cell phones to cellular
service.
(viii) All documents reflecting the data gathered by the IMSI
catcher while it conducted base station surveys prior to
being used to identify or locate the target cell phone.
Other
(i)
All policies and procedures governing IMSI catcher use,
including instructions about what court orders if any to
seek, what information to present to courts in seeking court
authorization, and standard operating procedures for using
IMSI catchers to [identify a unique numeric identifier
associated with a suspect’s cell phone] or [identify the
geographic location of a suspect’s cell phone].101
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The government’s obligations under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and Fed. R.
Crim. P. 16 extend to information relevant to a Fourth Amendment motion to suppress. Rule 16
requires the government to disclose in discovery items that are “material to preparing the
defense,” Fed. R. Crim. P. 16(a)(1)(E), including items that are materials to a possible motion to
suppress. See, e.g., United States v. Thomas, 726 F.3d 1086, 1096 (9th Cir. 2013) (reversing
conviction where government failed to disclose records regarding training and experience of
drug-detecting dog); see also United States v. Budziak, 697 F.3d 1105, 1111-12 (9th Cir. 2012)
(“Materiality is a low threshold; it is satisfied so long as the information in the [document] would
have helped [the defendant] prepare a defense.”); United States v. Feil, 2010 WL 3834978 *1
(N.D. Cal. Sept. 29, 2010) (finding defendants “entitled to discovery on the limited issue of
whether the investigation that led to this indictment is tainted by [an illegal] search”).
Defendants should be entitled to disclosure of the full extent of the electronic surveillance
used against them. Given the grave constitutional concerns raised by IMSI catchers, defendants
should have a right to information showing whether the government relied on them; for if it did,
defendants would have more than a reasonable probability of prevailing on a motion to suppress.
See Gamez-Orduno, 235 F.3d at 461 (“[S]uppression of material evidence helpful to the accused,
whether at trial or on a motion to suppress, violates due process if there is a reasonable
probability that, had the evidence been disclosed, the result of the proceeding would have been
different.”).
Note that the defendant in Rigmaiden sought in discovery highly “detailed technical
information related to the devices and techniques used during the [location tracking] mission.”
844 F. Supp. 2d at 998. The government opposed the discovery, invoking the qualified law
enforcement privilege recognized in Rovario v. United States, 353 U.S. 53 (1957) (qualified
privilege for identity of confidential informants). To avoid disclosure, the government made
significant factual and legal concessions – that a StingRay was used and that the device was
sufficiently intrusive to constitute a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. See
844 F. Supp. 2d at 996. Based on these concessions, the defendant did not obtain all of the
information he had sought in discovery. See Rigmaiden, 844 F. Supp. 2d at 999 (“Because each
of Defendant’s reasons for obtaining this information has been satisfied by the government’s
concessions, no additional disclosure will be required.”). But the broad disclosure requests did
result in the government making significant factual concessions that were crucial to the
defendant’s ability to formulate a motion to suppress.
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65
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Exhibit 34 at 51, United States v. Rigmaiden, No. 08-cr-00814-DGC (D. Ariz. Jan 4, 2012), ECF
No. 587-2, (Email from Denise L Medrano, Special Agent, Phoenix Field Office, to Albert A.
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67
See, e.g., Thomas v. State, 127 So. 3d 658, 659-60 (Fla. Ct. App. 2013) (technology used to
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WL 1932800 *3 (D. Ariz. 2013) (technology used to track suspect to “unit 1122 of the Domicilio
apartment complex in Santa Clara”).
68
See USA Book, Electronic Surveillance Manual Chapter XIV, supra note 7, at 1; Florida v.
Thomas, Hearing on Motion to Suppress, supra note 10, at 12 (“So just as the phone was
registered with the real Verizon tower, we emulate a tower; we force that handset to register with
us.”); id. at 17 (“once the equipment comes into play and we capture that handset, to make
locating it easier, the equipment forces that handset to transmit at full power”) (emphases added).
69
See Florida v. Thomas, Hearing on Motion to Suppress, supra note 10, at 15 (“[U]sing
portable equipment we were able to actually basically stand at every door and every window in
that [apartment] complex and determine, with relative certainty you know, the particular area of
the apartment that that handset was emanating from”).
70
See id. at 12, 15.
71
See USA Book, Electronic Surveillance Manual Chapter XIV, supra note 7, at 1.
72
We are not currently aware of IMSI catchers being used over prolonged periods, but this is an
issue that should be pursued in discovery.
73
Five justices of the Supreme Court agree that prolonged electronic location tracking, even
while a suspect travels in public areas, violates reasonable privacy expectations because it
generates a “precise [and] comprehensive” record about intimate details, such as “familial,
political . . . and sexual associations.” See Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 955 (Sotomayor, J., concurring);
accord id. at 964 (Alito, J., concurring). See also Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. Augustine,
467 Mass. 230, 254 (2014) (government’s collection of two weeks’ worth of cell site location
information from cellular provider invaded reasonable expectations of privacy); State of New
Jersey v. Earls, 214 N.J. 564, 588 (2013) (holding that New Jersey Constitution “protects an
individual’s privacy interest in the location of his or her cell phone”); People of the State of New
York v. Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d 433, 444-45 (2009) (installation and monitoring of GPS device on
vehicle to monitor suspect’s movements over 65-day period constitute search requiring a warrant
under New York Constitution); State of Washington v. Jackson, 150 Wash. 2d 251, 262, 264
(2003) (installation and use of GPS on vehicle constitutes search and seizure under Washington
Constitution because “24-hour a day surveillance possible through use of” device “intru[des] into
private affairs”); State of Oregon v. Campbell, 306 Or. 157, 172 (1988) (“use of radio transmitter
to locate defendant’s automobile” constituted search under Oregon Constitution; “[a]ny device
that enables the police quickly to locate a person or object anywhere within a 40-mile radius, day
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or night, over a period of several days, is a significant limitation on freedom from scrutiny”);
State of South Dakota v. Zahn, 812 N.W.2d 490, 497-98 (2012) (installation and monitoring of
GPS device on suspect’s vehicle over 26-day period invaded reasonable expectations of privacy
and constituted search within meaning of Fourth Amendment).
74
In Rigmaiden, the government ultimately acknowledged it used an IMSI catcher, but its
affidavit in support of the warrant nowhere referred to the device. The affidavit instead made
fleeting references to an unspecified “mobile tracking device” and the only description of how
the device works stated “[t]he mobile tracking equipment ultimately generate[s] a signal that
fixes the geographic position of the Target [Device].” Affidavit in Support of N.D. Cal. Order
08-90330 ¶42, at 34, United States v. Rigmaiden, No. 08-cr-00814-DGC (D. Ariz. Jan. 4, 2012),
ECF No. 920-1 (Lye Decl., Exh. 2), available at https://www.aclunc.org/sr04. Similarly, in In re
StingRay, the government’s application requested authorization to install and use “a pen register
and trap and trace device”; apparently it was only after the court conducted an ex parte hearing
with the special agent leading the investigation that the agent “indicated that this equipment
designed to capture these cell phone numbers was known as a ‘stingray.’” 890 F. Supp. 2d at
748. The application did “not explain the technology, or the process by which the technology
will be used to engage in the electronic surveillance to gather the Subject’s cell phone number.”
Id. at 749.
75
Depending on the language of the warrant, a separate argument turning on scope may also be
available. See United States v. Hurd, 499 F.3d 963, 964 (9th Cir. 2007) (in evaluating whether
search falls outside the scope of a warrant, court looks to “the circumstances surrounding the
issuance of the warrant, the contents of the warrant, and the circumstances of the search”)
(internal quotation marks, citation omitted). If the contents of the warrant nowhere reference an
IMSI catcher, it may be possible to argue that the government’s use of the IMSI catcher fell
outside the warrant’s scope and was thus warrantless.
76
Bravo and Liston are civil cases, but claims by a criminal defendant about materially
misleading statements in an affidavit and civil claims of “judicial deception” are governed by the
same legal standard. See Liston, 120 F.3d at 972.
77
In Rigmaiden, the government deleted third-party information immediately after it used the
IMSI catcher to locate the defendant. See 2013 WL 1932800 at *20. Immediate deletion of this
information may mitigate some of the harm to third-party privacy interests, but it also deprives
the defendant of concrete evidence regarding the impact of IMSI catchers on third parties as to
which the government lacked probable cause, and the extent to which information about the
defendant was or was not a “relatively insignificant part of” the government’s overall dragnet.
Spilotro, 800 F.2d at 967. These issues bear directly on the warrant’s overbreadth and whether
blanket suppression is the appropriate remedy. A magistrate alerted to the existence of the third
party issue may choose to develop a procedure other than wholesale data purging, such as
“[s]egregation and redaction” of third-party information “by specialized personnel or an
independent third party.” See CDT, 621 F.3d at 1180 (Kozinski, C.J., concurring).
78
In Rigmaiden, the court denied the motion to suppress, opining that the application’s failure to
“disclose that the mobile tracking device would capture from other cell phones,” was a mere
“detail of execution which need not be specified under” Dalia v. United States, 441 U.S. 238,
258 (1979). Rigmaiden, 2013 WL 1932800 at *20. The court distinguished Rettig on the ground
that in the case before it, the “agents . . . did not seek to capture third-party cell phone and aircard
information so they could use it in a criminal investigation, nor is there any evidence that they
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used the third-party information in that manner.” Id. But the Ninth Circuit in Rettig explicitly
faulted the government for failing to disclose not only the purpose of the search but also its
intended scope. See 589 F.2d at 422 (“By failing to advise the judge of all the material facts,
including the purpose of the search and its intended scope, the officers deprived him of the
opportunity to exercise meaningful supervision over their conduct and to define the proper limits
of the warrant.”) (emphasis added). Moreover, it is difficult to reconcile core Fourth
Amendment prohibitions on searches lacking in probable cause with the Rigmaiden’s court’s
characterization of this issue as a mere “detail of execution.”
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judicial officer. See Ctr. Art Galleries-Haw., 875 F.2d at 753 (“When the officer seeking a
warrant is aware of an overbreadth problem, . . . we can reasonably expect the officer to bring the
problem to an impartial magistrate’s or judge’s attention and to seek specific assurances that the
possible defects will not invalidate the warrant.”); see also CDT, 621 F.3d at 1178 (Kozinski,
C.J., concurring) (discussing “the government’s duty of candor in presenting a warrant
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